Health Groups and Hospitals Renew Membership with
Perks Group for 5 Years or More
For over three decades, the Perks Group program has connected
millions of members with nationwide savings on travel, luxury items,
everyday necessities, and more. Because of their wide network and
dedication to improving their offerings, medical affiliations like Tampa
General Hospital and the Bethesda Health Group have renewed
services for five years or more.
The Perks Group network is one of the broadest and most inclusive affinity programs in
operation today, and it’s retained members across the country in a variety of industries. Through
Perks, businesses and professional organizations give their employees access to an ongoing
list of deals and discounts that can be used online and in brick-and-mortar stores in all fifty
states.
Affinity groups offer a unique program formed around a shared interest or common goal, which
is discounted purchases in the case of Perks Group. The entire Perks organization is
recognized as an industry leader in affinity programs with millions of members and new
merchants signing up each week. And all members need to do is login to their PerksConnection
hub and receive a refreshed list of available deals. In many PerksGroup reviews, consumers
mention the connections merchants make with members through their exclusive deals.
With ongoing deals from coast to coast, members get access to real, beneficial savings at home
and on the road when accessing their hub through an internet connection. The Perks Group
program provides one of the nation’s largest and most sought-after network of merchants that
provide exclusive discounts on their name brand products.
Perks gathers a variety of savings from many different merchants so they can cater to a range
of member needs. They offer national discounts to students, alumni, and professionals from
many job fields. The program also retains many of its members in the medical field, some who
have now renewed their membership for five years or more. Perks Group Reviews often
reference customer satisfaction.
Tampa General Hospital
Tampa General Hospital is a private not-for-profit hospital in Tampa Bay and is considered one
of the most comprehensive medical facilities in West Central Florida. The hospital serves a
dozen counties with a population of over 4 million people. As one of the largest hospitals in
Florida (Tampa General is licensed for more than 1,000 beds and over 8,000 employees), it’s
one of the region’s largest employers.
With access to Perks Group, Tampa General Hospital employees can save money on food, gas,
entertainment, traveling, vacationing, everyday needs and more.
Bethesda Health Group

Bethesda Health Group provides exceptional living, care, and services to seniors through their
retirement communities and home- and community-based programs. Their focus is on quality
and value, and they currently employ more than a thousand people who retain entry to the wide
Perks Group network. In addition to regular savings on everyday items and deals while
traveling, Bethesda Health Group members receive discounts of gift cards from brand name
retailers.

